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a b s t r a c t
User centricity represents a new trend in the currently flourishing service oriented computing era.
By upgrading end-users to prosumers (producer+ consumer) and involving them in the process
of service creation, both service consumers and service providers can benefit from a cheaper,
faster, and better service provisioning. The EU-IST research project OPUCE (Open Platform for
User-Centric Service Creation and Execution) aims at building a unique service environment by
integrating recent advances in networking, communication and information technology where
personalized services can be dynamically created and managed by prosumers. This paper particularly discusses the design and development of a service repository, which is at the very core
of the OPUCE platform. The repository consists of two main components: a fully functioned
XML registry supporting facet-based access to service descriptions, and a novel semantic service
browser that supports prosumers who are not technically experienced to explore and discover
services in an intuitive and visualized manner. We demonstrate the benefits of our design by
conducting usability and performance studies.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The service-oriented computing paradigm, which provides an effective means of application abstraction, integration and reuse
with its loosely-coupled architecture, presently has a dominant position in developing Web-based information systems [28,56]. On
the other hand, with the proliferation of Web 2.0 techniques and applications such as blogs, wikis, tagging systems and mashups
[34,35], the notion of user-centricity has gained a significant momentum to put ordinary users in the leading role of delivering
exciting and personalized content and services. The term prosumer—which was first coined by the futurist Alvin Toffler in 1980
to describe a type of consumer involved in the design and manufacture of products so they could be made to individual specification [52]—recently has been specifically promoted to define such a phenomenon.
The European Union sponsored IST-FP6 research project OPUCE1 (Open Platform for User-Centric Service Creation and Execution)
aims at advancing the current trend a step further by developing a unique platform for prosumers to create and publish mobile–
accessible personalized services that integrate the capability of both telecom services and Web-based software services. For example,
an OPUCE prosumer2 could create a context-aware service monitoring her email account, which will send incoming email to her
mobile phone as an SMS if she is in a meeting, or read them out as a voice call if she is driving.
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The service repository is a key component of the OPUCE platform. On the one hand, the repository is responsible for storing
and managing all sorts of information related to services, i.e., service descriptions. On the other hand, the repository also needs
to provide functions to facilitate the access and discovery of services. Some significant challenges need to be tackled in implementing such a service repository in a user-centric context. For example, how to facilitate the management of large amounts
of service descriptions by prosumers who are not technically experienced? How to facilitate the exploration and discovery of
services by prosumers?
The OPUCE service repository is our answer to the above-mentioned challenges. The significant features of the repository
are twofold. Firstly, to facilitate prosumers in an effective management of service descriptions, we propose a faceted approach
to describe services and to store service description facets. A dual-interface approach also enables a prosumer to access and
manage service descriptions/facets either from personal computers through the Internet or from handheld devices through a
mobile network. By faceted, we mean that service descriptions are logically divided into parts where each part can be stored
and retrieved separately without interfering with other parts. For example, a service could have an interface facet and a composition logic facet from function perspective, and a provisioning facet, a deployment facet and a semantic facet from management
perspective. Our faceted approach brings benefits on modularity and flexibility (i.e., new facets could be added freely and each
facet could have its own description method and language).
Secondly, we leverage the semantic Web technology to design and implement a novel service browser called OPUCE Visual
Semantic Service Browser (OPUCE Browser in short). Although semantic Web based techniques can dramatically improve
the precision of information and service discovery [39,41,5], how to apply these techniques in a user-centric environment is
still a challenge because common prosumers may not have the knowledge of any ontology definition language such as OWL
[33] and may lack of a clear picture of the domain terminology, both of which are required to compose a valid semantic query
statement. The OPUCE Browser supports prosumers to visually explore and discover OPUCE services using an intuitive pointand-click interface and does not require technical knowledge of ontology or semantic Web from them. The task of exploring
and discovering services could be done simply with several mouse-clicks. To implement the OPUCE Browser, we developed an
“eager” approach—in contrast to the “lazy” approach where the semantic service description knowledge base is searched at the
time a service query is issued—that preprocesses a semantic service description whenever it is published and then presents the
output information in a graphical user interface based on the ClusterMap Library 3. Performance and usability study also have
been conducted to demonstrate the scalability and effectiveness of the browser. It is worth noting that the focus of this paper
is on the OPUCE Browser.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the OPUCE platform and the general architecture of the service repository. Section 3 discusses the faceted approach of the repository, focusing on the design of the OPUCE
Service Description Language. Section 4 is dedicated to the OPUCE Visual Semantic Service Browser, where we detail the OPUCE
Ontology, the semantic descriptions of OPUCE services, and the principles and implementation of this approach. Section 5 reports
some evaluation results. In particular, we focus on the performance and usability of the browser. Finally, Section 6 discusses
related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. OPUCE platform overview
User centricity is a core theme of the OPUCE platform, which is reflected in the whole lifecycle of the service delivery process.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, prosumers are actively involved in the whole service lifecycle: they take the role of both service creator and
service user [40], and use the OPUCE platform not only to create, deploy, test, and share services, but also to recommend, adapt,
and run services. It is worth noting that telecom operators and software service providers are responsible to encapsulate telecommunications and IT resources as OPUCE base services—the building blocks for prosumers to create OPUCE composite services [54].
The OPUCE platform consists of the following main components:
• Portal integrates the graphical user interfaces of different modules through which prosumers and administrators can perform
management and service creation tasks. The web-based Advanced Service Editor is the main working space for prosumers to
create OPUCE composite services.
• Service Lifecycle Management manages the entire lifecycle of services, including deployment, provisioning, and monitoring. It
also hosts the Service Description Translator, which is responsible for translating the OPUCE composite service descriptions
into executable WSBPEL (Web Services Business Process Execution Language) scripts.
• Service Execution Environment hosts and runs the executable code of both OPUCE base services and composite services. OPUCE
base services can be implemented using different technologies such as JSLEE (Java Service Logic Execution Environment), J2EE
(Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition), .NET or even legacy technologies as long as they are encapsulated as WSDL-interfaced Web
services. The main components of the Service Execution Environment are the Event Gateway and the WSBPEL Engine. The Event
Gateway reflects the event-driven nature of the telecommunications applications: it is the endpoint for all the event notifications generated by the OPUCE base services and will forward these notifications to the WSBPEL Engine which serves as the
service logic execution engine [9].

3
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Fig. 1. OPUCE platform overview.

• User Information Manager stores information about users—including prosumers and pure end-users. Specifically, five groups of
user information, including user profile, user context (such as location, presence, device capability, network condition), service
usage, device usage, and user preferences are kept to be used by the Service Advertising and the Context-Awareness Components.
• Service Advertising recommends services to end-users based on both explicit user subscription to service categories or keywords, and intelligent matching of user profiles with service descriptions.
• Context-Awareness allows the dynamic adaptation of services according to the information retrieved from the profiles within the
User Information Manager. It performs the necessary changes in the service behavior and/or the data handled in order to adapt
the service to context of the each user.
• Service Repository's architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2, consisting of four main components: i) the Faceted Repository that serves
as a common registry for publishing and retrieving service facets, ii) the Visual Semantic Service Browser that provides a graphical service exploration and discovery environment, iii) the XDM/XCAP Interface (XML Document Management/XML Configuration Access Protocol) that enables accessing the repository from handheld devices, and iv) the Web Service Interface that enables
other components of the OPUCE platform to access the repository in a distributed and standardized manner. In the next section,
we will briefly introduce the Faceted Repository and the XDM/XCAP Interface, and we will describe the Visual Semantic Service
Browser in detail in Section 4.
3. Facet-based approach for describing OPUCE services
The faceted approach of the OPUCE service repository is reflected in the design of the service description language in the first
place. A facet is a view over a service property that provides a partial description of a service [12]. Each facet addresses a specific
aspect of a service, describing either functional, non-functional, or management properties. For example, an OPUCE service may
have functional facets (e.g., logic facet and interface facet), non-functional facets (e.g., behavioral constraints facet and security
facet), and management facets (e.g., accounting facet and provisioning facet) [53]. The main advantages of the faceted approach
are its modularity and flexibility in the sense that new facets can be added on-the-fly as long as it is necessary. Furthermore, each
facet can be described using a different language, either standardized or customized.
Fig. 3 shows the structure of the OPUCE service description language [53]. The left side of the figure represents the master
document of the service, which includes general purpose metadata, or information about one or more aspects, 4 of the service,
such as service name, 5 version, creator name, or unique identifier. This master document also contains a list of the facets

4
5
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the OPUCE repository.

included in the service description. Each facet contains its type and a link to the document where the complete facet description
is. The right side of the figure represents the structure of a facet description document. Facet description documents are saved
separately, so they need an identifier that must be the same as that of the service they belong to. The facet specification language
contains the format of the language used in the facet specification data. For example, the facet representing the logic of an OPUCE
service is described in the WSBPEL language, thus the facet specification language contains a reference to the WSBPEL language
and the facet specification contains the WSBPEL script.
The provisioning facet is an indispensable part of the description for an OPUCE base service. It contains important setup information on how to make a base service up and running. In Fig. 4, we have demonstrated how to specify the provisioning facet for a
base service called SendSMS. In this provisioning facet, the TargetID tag gives a unique name to the base service to be provisioned.
The value of the ExecutionMode tag could either be synchronous or asynchronous. The rdfFile tag specifies the file used in

Fig. 3. The structure of the OPUCE service description language.
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Fig. 4. The provisioning facet and master document for the SendSMS base service.

deployment. isShareable indicates whether to create a new instance of the base service, and isRemote indicates whether to
install the base service on the remote handheld device or on the server. componentType specifies the component technology
that is used to implement this base service. The publicEndpoints tag specifies the external access point for the base service,
and final serviceImplementation gives the details of implementation such as the executable file archive to be deployed.
The Faceted Repository module of the OPUCE service repository is built on top of ebXML Registry, 6 which is a powerful tool for
managing XML data. The ebXML Registry in fact consists of two parts: an XML data storage and a registry. On top of the storage,
we define and implement the faceted access interfaces based on Web service protocol to facilitate remote publishing and retrieving of service description facets. The registry part manages metadata using a Registry Information Model (RIM). Basic service
metadata such as creator, version, and tags are registered in the RIM to support basic keyword-based search.
To facilitate accessing the repository from handheld devices, we also develop the XDM/XCAP Interface module [55] that uses
the XDM/XCAP protocol defined by OMA 7 as a wrapper around the ebXML Registry based repository. In this module, the XDM
server provides a SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) event framework interface, which is supported by most modern smart phones,
to subscribe/notify changes in XML documents.
4. The OPUCE visual semantic service browser
Efficiently supporting prosumers in exploring and discovering services is a key requirement in designing the OPUCE service
repository. Herein exploring services is the process of navigating through available services and acquiring important knowledge
of them, while discovering services is the process of locating desired services that satisfy the criteria specified by the user. Both
tasks heavily rely on how the characteristics of services are represented, organized, and rendered. In computer science, the
term ontology has numerous descriptions and definitions. For example, it is defined as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualisation.” [21], “a computer model of some portion of the world.” [23], “a shared and common understanding of a domain
that can be communicated between people and heterogeneous and distributed systems.” [17], and more formally “a logical theory
accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular conceptualization of the
world.” [22]. In the context of this paper, we use the definition given by Arvidsson and Flycht-Eriksson: “An ontology provides a
shared vocabulary, which can be used to model a domain—that is, the type of objects (classes) and/or concepts that exist, and their
properties and relations” [4], which gives an insight to the common constructs of the Web ontology language OWL. In the
service-oriented computing area, using ontologies to describe the formal semantics of Web services has proofed its effectiveness
in high-precision service discovery [41,25] and automatic service composition [51]. To facilitate service exploration and discovery,
we define the OPUCE Ontology based on OWL-DL, a sub-language of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) W3C standard that is
named for its correspondence with description logics. OWL-DL achieves a balance between expressiveness and computational
completeness [33]. Reasoning on OWL-DL is decidable and supported by various DL reasoning engines such as Pallet 8 and
Racer. 9 The ability of OWL-DL to define new classes based on Boolean combinations (e.g., intersection and union) and property
restrictions (e.g., existential restriction) is essential in our service discovery approach.
6
7
8
9
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However, ontologies only answer part of our questions on how to represent characteristics of services. The exploration and
discovery of large information spaces is still a difficult task, especially if the user is not familiar with the terminology used to describe information and the query language used to search for specific information [18]. Existing works on enhancing Web service
discovery framework—such as UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration)—with semantic features [25,47] cannot
solve the problem since users still need to write the query in a dedicated ontology language, or to fill a template with terms
defined in an ontology when searching services.
To cross this hurdle, we have developed the OPUCE Visual Semantic Service Browser (OPUCE Browser in short) that provides
an intuitive visual interface for users to easily carry out the tasks of service exploration and discovery. As the most significant
feature, the browser does not require its users to have any prior knowledge of ontology languages or domain terms, which is pertinent to the theme of the OPUCE project: user centricity. In this section, we first introduce the OPUCE Ontology and then describe
the technical details of the OPUCE Browser.
4.1. The OPUCE Ontology
The OPUCE Ontology is an OWL-DL based semantic model that serves as the basis for representing and reasoning upon characteristics of services. It is designed by considering the significant service characteristics that should be included in the context of
OPUCE. To promote user involvement and to keep the ontology a live knowledge base, user-defined folksnomies can be included
in the ontology to tag services. It is worth noting that because the OPUCE Ontology is encoded in OWL-DL, it can be easily integrated into generic service upper ontology such as OWL-S [31].
In general, the service properties defined in the ontology can be divided into functional properties, non-functional properties,
and tagging properties. Next we describe the OWL object properties associated with the Service concept in the OPUCE Ontology.
4.1.1. Functional properties
• hasInput and hasOutput: Just like most service semantic models such as OWL-S and FUSION [25], inputs and outputs (IO)
are introduced to represent the set of parameters that a service expects to receive and the set of parameters that a service
will produce if invoked. Furthermore, these two properties are grouped as the sub-properties of the hasParameter property.
• hasFunctionality: In [44], functional abilities are modeled as a list of actions using pairs of bverb, noun>. Since there is overlapping
between the nouns and the service IO parameters (e.g., message, location, context), we only use verbs to capture the service
functionalities. The range of hasFunctionality is the Functionality concept, and a list of subclass of Functionality, such
as Send, Search, Translate, are defined in the ontology.
4.1.2. Non-functional properties
Non-functional properties may relate to quality of services (QoS), policy compliance, adherence to technical standards or
protocols, or categorization within a classification scheme [25]. We define three non-functional properties for Service:
• hasCategory: This property attaches services with some semantically represented classification scheme for course-grained filtering.
• hasQoS: QoS attributes such as security, performance, and reliability are always a major concern of modern information systems
including service-oriented systems [19]. Since much work has been done on defining a formal QoS ontology for services [42,14],
we use this property as a placeholder for further extension and integration.
• hasTechnology: This property identifies the technical standards or protocols for implementing services. The reason why we
define this property is that OPUCE is a platform spanning both the telecommunications and information technology domains.
A clear statement of what technology is used by a certain service helps users get a better understanding of the service. For
example, a user may select a VOIP call service or a PSTN call service based on her current situation.
4.1.3. Tagging properties
• hasTag: Unlike the above properties which are used to describe a service with formally defined concepts, the hasTag property is
meant to be used by a prosumer to freely tag a service created by herself in a personalized manner. It is worth noting that just
like any Web 2.0 tagging system, all the tags added by one prosumer are shared among all prosumers, and to avoid potential
conflicts between formally defined ontology and user-defined tags, all the tags cannot be used to describe the other properties
in the OPUCE ontology.
Except for the above properties of the Service concept, two subclasses of Service, namely BaseService and
CompositeService, are defined to separate the base service provided to prosumers as building blocks and the prosumercreated OPUCE services.
Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of the OPUCE Ontology and the semantic description of an OPUCE base service GetLocation.
Currently the OPUCE Ontology knowledge base contains about 870 concepts in the above discussed property categories. These
concepts are manually constructed by Telecom domain experts in the project following the four-phase methodology (requirements analysis, building, implementation, and evaluation and maintenance) [38] based on the requirements document
for more than one hundred services. These experts are from major Telecom companies in Europe and some of them have been
involved in several European Union projects. They are very familiar with telecom businesses and services, and they also have
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Fig. 5. A snapshot of the semantic description of the GetLocation service in Protégé.

technical background in knowledge representation using OWL and software engineering knowledge such as UML. It is worth noting that the verbs in the service functionality property were extracted based on the concept of interaction patterns [10,7] in which
a key verb is used in representing a frequently used interaction pattern, and all the other synonymous verbs appeared in the requirements are replaced by this key verb. For example the key verb send was selected as a concept in the ontology to represent its
synonymous verbs such as transmit, give, and post.
4.2. Describing OPUCE services
To describe the characteristics of a service, a new OWL class is constructed as the service's semantic model (we call it OPUCE
semantic service) using OWL-DL class constructors and the OPUCE Ontology. As illustrated in Fig. 6, we could construct a new
class from existing classes, properties and individuals by:
• applying set operators including intersection, union, and complement on classes;
• explicitly and exhaustively enumerating the individuals that are members of the new class;
• restricting a property of the class: the range of the property either has all the individuals from a specific class (universal restriction)
or has some individuals in a specific class (existential restriction); or
• restricting the cardinality of a property.
Using the OWL-DL class constructors, an OPUCE semantic service can be built by first specifying whether it is a base or a
composite service, and then restricting its functional, non-functional, and tagging properties one by one. For example, a SendSMS
base service can be described as:
SendSMS≡BaseService⊓ ≤ 2hasInput ⊓ ≥ 2hasInput ⊓
∃hasInput ðText Þ ⊓ ∃hasInput ðMobilePhoneNumberÞ⊓
∃hasFunctionalityðSendÞ⊓
∃hasCategoryðTelecomÞ⊓∃hasTechnologyð J2EEÞ⊓
∃hasTagðmultilingualÞ:

Fig. 6. OWL class constructors.
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The above statement indicates that i) SendSMS is a base service, ii) it has exactly two inputs: one is a Text type and the
other a MobilePhoneNumber type, iii) its functionality is Send, iv) it belongs to the Telecom domain, vi) one of its associated
technologies is J2EE, and vii) it supports multilingual inputs.
4.3. Challenges and requirements for user-centric discovery of OPUCE services
With all the OPUCE semantic services stored in a knowledge base, we can discover services using a DL reasoner. For example, if
we want to find all the Telecom services with functionality Send, we can write the query in an OWL-DL class as ∃ hasCategory
(Telecom) ⊓ ∃ hasFunctionality(Send), and then send it to the DL reasoner for matchmaking. Clearly, SendSMS is on the matching
list since it is subsumed by the above class.
Obviously, discovering services by directly querying the DL reasoner presents the following challenges for a user:
• She must know the query language (in our case OWL-DL);
• She must be familiar with the domain terminology;
• Some eligible services may not be discovered because of the subtle semantic differences of OWL-DL statements. For example,
existential restrictions and universal restrictions are two different property restriction class constructors, and two classes only
differ in restriction type, such as the class ∃ hasCategory(Telecom) and the class ∀ hasCategory(Telecom), cannot match each
other since they do not have a subsumption relationship [33].
Although some semantic matchmaking approaches such as [25,47] use query templates to alleviate the first and the third
challenges, they still require the user to have knowledge of the domain terminology to fill the template.
Inspired by the flourishing research area of ontology visualization [24], we set out to design a user-centric visualized browser
to overcome the above-mentioned challenges and to help prosumers effectively explore and discover OPUCE services. The essential requirements of this browser are summarized as follows:
• Specifying query statements by visual selection. Instead of asking the user to manually compose query conditions and statements,
the query statement should be automatically composed by the browser with the user just select predefined query conditions,
which are rendered by the browser, according to the OPUCE Ontology framework. For example, if the user is able to select
(instead of typing) Telecom under the hasCategory service property and select send under the hasFunctionality service
property, then all the services that satisfy the condition ∃ hasCategory(Telecom) ⊓ ∃ hasFunctionality(Send) should be returned.
• Visualize the discovery process. We observe that the process of discovering desired services is also a process of stepwise refinement of query condition clauses: For example, to find telecom services that send text, the user first query all the telecom
services, and then refine the condition by specifying the service functionality as send; and the user may continue this process
to refine the query condition by adding or removing condition clauses. The browser should provide such support by visualize
the refinement process, so that the user can see the connection between each step, instead of just rending a single final result.
It is worth noting that these requirements are not intended to be comprehensive but rather aiming at capturing the specific
needs of OPUCE service prosumers. In the next subsection we discuss the detailed design of our visual semantic service browser
aiming at tackling the above-mentioned requirements and challenges, and also the rationality behind such design.
4.4. Visually exploring and discovering OPUCE services
From the above analysis, we can find that the characteristics of a service are derived mainly by adding restrictions to its properties, and the intersection (or logical AND) of these restrictions gives a refined definition/semantics to this service. The task of
discovering services can be broken down into: first getting services that can be subsumed by each property restriction class,
and then calculating the intersection of all these services. For example, the query—finding telecom services that send text—can
be further refined to getting services that are the intersection of the following sets of services:
• Services subsumed by the class ∃ hasCategory(Telecom),
• Services subsumed by the class ∃ hasFunctionality(Send), and
• Services subsumed by the class ∃ hasInput(Text).
According to the above principle and the requirement of predefining all the query condition clauses, instead of using a “lazy”
query approach where the semantic service description knowledge base is searched when a service query is issued, the OPUCE
Browser adopts an “eager” approach to preprocess every newly published semantic service description and calculates the services
subsumed by each property restriction class in the description. After all the property restriction classes together with the subsumed services are collected, they are displayed in an organized graphical layout for visual service exploration and discovery.
Using the browser, a prosumer can visually check the services subsumed by any property restriction class, and calculate the intersection of services subsumed by property restriction classes on the fly. All of this can be done by a prosumer in a point-andclick fashion.
The algorithm illustrated in Fig. 7 formalizes the process of generating the set of property restriction classes: for each semantic
service, we first recursively extract all the component classes separated by the intersection operator (‘⊓’) from its semantic
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Fig. 7. Algorithm for generating property restriction classes.

description; and then we go through all the extracted classes. If a class is a property restriction, the DL reasoner will be consulted
to get the class's subsumed services.
4.4.1. The graphical interface
As shown in Fig. 8, the browser is divided into three parts. The left pane is used to satisfy the first requirement specified in
Section 4.3: rending all the property restriction classes for selection. An indented list is used to display the hierarchy of restriction classes. Although there are other ontology visualization methods such as node-link and tree, zoomable, space-filling,
focus + context, 3D information landscapes [24], we choose indented list because of its familiarity to the user: the same concept has been widely used in file browsers, and exploring services with an indented list is natural to most end users since they
have been accustomed to it in everyday tasks, like scanning the contents at the beginning of a book or writing down a list of
tasks they have to perform [24]. In case the indented list becomes too long for effective browsing, the user may use the right
pane as a shortcut: whenever the user inputs a keyword, all the property restriction classes whose name contains this
keyword will be displayed and ready for selection. Since service properties have been predefined in the OPUCE Ontology, it
is self-evident to use a service property as top level elements and attach the associated property restrictions as its children.
For example, the hasCategory node contains eight child nodes (which are also leaf nodes), and each node represents a
property restriction class. On the indented list, we do not expose the subtle difference between existential restrictions and
universal restrictions to the user. In fact, a leaf node represents the union between existential restrictions and universal restrictions. For example, the leaf node hasCategory/Telecom represents the property restriction class ∃ hasCategory(Telecom)
⊔ ∀ hasCategory(Telecom). Clearly, such design is specifically for solving the third challenge listed in Section 4.3. In order to
know what services are subsumed by a property restriction class, a user just needs to select the check box next to a node. For
example, in Fig. 8, if the hasCategory/Telecom leaf node is selected, a set containing 74 services—all of them belong to the

Fig. 8. Graphical interface of the OPUCE Browser.
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telecom category—will be displayed in the middle pane with each service rendered as a small circle within the set. It is worth
noting that even before the user performs any action, the number of services subsumed by a property restriction has been displayed next to it to give the user a general idea of how many services each property restriction class has (see Fig. 8).
From the middle pane, the user can explore what services are actually inside a property restriction class. If the user hovers the
mouse pointer over a service, a tooltip containing the url that brings the user to the detailed service description will appear. Next,
we explain how the user can use the browser to do service exploration and discovery tasks, and also explain how the second requirement discussed in Section 4.3 is implemented.
4.4.2. Exploration and discovery
A user could explore OPUCE services through the following actions:
• Browse the list of property restrictions in the left pane and select one for further examination in the middle pane;
• Browse services contained in a property restriction class in the middle pane and check detailed service description following the
service url;
• Locate a property restriction class node by entering its keyword in the right pane.
A discovery process is in fact the combination of several exploring steps, which can be illustrated by the statechart in Fig. 9:
When the user starts a discovery task, she begins by browsing the property restriction list; when she finds the interesting
node and selects this node, a set containing all the services subsumed by this node is displayed for the user to explore; if the
user does not find the desired services, she can select more nodes from the property restriction list, and then the selected
nodes/sets and also the intersection of these nodes/sets are displayed dynamically for the user to inspect; in this process,
the user may also change her selection criteria by deselecting some nodes. For example, supposing that a user wants to discover
telecom services that can send text. First of all, this user selects the Telecom node in the hasCategory list (see Fig. 8). Next, the
user refines the search criteria by selecting the Send node in the hasFunctionality list. The browser reacts to this action
by displaying the hasCategory/Telecom set, the hasFunctionality/Send set, and also the intersection of these two sets
(we call it intersection set) in the middle pane. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the hasCategory/Telecom set contains 74 services,
the hasFunctionality/Send set contains 41 services, and the intersection set contains 25 services, which can be interpreted
as there are 25 telecom services whose functionality is Send. The user then selects the hasInput/Text node. As illustrated
in Fig. 10(b), the number of services in the intersection set reduces to seven. Since the number of discovered services is at a
manageable scale, at this stage, the user may continue to refine the discovery process by selecting more property restriction
nodes or just browse the details of the seven services to select the most suitable one. The details of the discovered services
(e.g., the URL) can also be displayed in a HTML list for effective browsing. It is worth noting that the approach of discovering
services using stepwise intersection sets follows the common principle of information retrieval: we start with a broad search
condition, and if the result set is too large, we narrow down the criteria by including more search conditions. The graphical
representation is similar to Venn Diagrams, which are a common tool widely used in many areas of our daily life.

Fig. 9. The discovery process statechart.
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Fig. 10. Discovering services using the OPUCE Browser.

In summary, the OPUCE Browser provides a graphical environment to facilitate service exploration and discovery. Without
knowing any ontology language and domain terminology, a prosumer can conveniently discover desired services based on its
properties in an effective point-and-click fashion.
5. Evaluation
The service repository discussed in this paper has been up and running in the OPUCE platform. It contains around 112 real life
services with manually annotated semantic descriptions. Accessing and managing service descriptions using the repository have
proved to be efficient thanks to the faceted approach where service descriptions are retrieved and saved based on facets, instead
of a whole complete service description.
Fig. 11 shows the architecture of the OPUCE Browser. On the server side, the core part is the Restriction Class Manager that is
built on top of OWL API, 10 which is a Java interface and implementation for OWL. Pellet is used as the OWL-DL reasoner. The
Restriction Class Manager provides interfaces for the user to add, remove, and update semantic service descriptions, which
are the content of the semantic facets of services. Whenever the semantic facet of a service is added, removed, or updated, the
manager will consult Pellet and update the Restriction Class Set, which is the input of the OPUCE Browser GUI. The GUI is built
on top of ClusterMap Library, 11 a visual technique that has been used in several semantic Web applications [18].
We have conducted several experiments to validate the effectiveness of the OPUCE Browser. First, we studied the performance
of the browser server in terms of the time needed to publish a service semantic description. Because usually service descriptions
10
11

http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/.
http://www.aduna-software.com/technologies/clustermap/overview.view.
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Fig. 11. OPUCE Browser architecture.

are manually published by service providers and we use an “eager” approach to process the description and generate property
restriction classes at publishing time, it is necessary to study the server's response time to a normal publishing request and if
the server is scalable in dealing with large-size service descriptions.
More importantly, we conducted two usability studies: the first one tested the efficiency of users in using the OPUCE Browser.
The purpose of this study is to validate the user-centric claim of the browser: whether common users can complete typical service
discovery tasks with the browser and how efficiently they perform. The second study is to collect subjective feedback from the
users based on a standard questionnaire-based survey in terms of user perceptions of usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning
and satisfaction about the browser.
5.1. Performance study
The Restriction Class Manager module is the core component of the browser in processing service semantics and also generating the restriction class set as the input for the GUI. The performance of the OPUCE Browser largely depends on this module.
We tested the performance of the Restriction Class Manager module on its Add, Remove, and Update functions. This experiment
is conducted on a desktop computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU@2.50 GHz and 3 G of RAM, and the Java version is
1.6.0_10-beta. The OPUCE Ontology knowledge base has 870 concepts, and the class descriptions under test are generated by randomly selecting properties and concepts from the ontology and then connect them using the intersection constructor of OWL.
As illustrated in Fig. 12, for a common class description containing 5–10 property restrictions, it takes less than 400 ms to add
it to the Restriction Class Set. The time increases almost linearly when the number of property restrictions of a class increases
from 150 to 1000. As we can see, considering 1000 property restrictions is already a very large set for a single service description
to have, at this scale, the CPU time used by Add is only 515 ms. For the Remove function, it keeps at a constant 65 ms no matter
what the number of property restrictions are. Finally, for the Update function, it is implemented by calling the Remove and Add
functions in sequence; so its CPU time is calculated by summing the time used on Remove and Add. It is worth noting that because
we use an “eager” approach as we have discussed in Section 4.4, from the user interaction point of view, when a user uses the
OPUCE Browser, the browser does not need to interact with the DL engine at all because the information on property restrictions
and its associated services has been generated and updated after each add/update/remove operation on the service descriptions.
5.2. Usability study
The OPUCE Browser contributes to usability mainly through its visual service exploration and discovery mechanism. The
Browser GUI has been proved to be intuitive for people who are not technically experienced. Indeed, exploring services with
an indented list is natural to most end users since they have been accustomed to it in everyday tasks, like scanning the content
at the beginning of a book or writing down a list of tasks they have to perform [24]. Discovering services can be done visually
in a point-and-click fashion. As a result, end users are not required anymore to have a high level of technical expertise or even
basic knowledge of ontology and semantic Web.
To test the efficiency of users in using the OPUCE Browser, we developed three typical discovery tasks and recorded the time
needed to complete each task. Participants in the study were six computer science undergraduate students, with two “expert
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Fig. 12. Performance of the Restriction Class Manager module.

users” who had knowledge in semantic Web and had been involved in the development of the OPUCE Browser, and the other four
“novice users” who had no previous knowledge of the semantic Web technology and the OPUCE project.
It is worth mentioning that using a small number of participants in our experiment can be justified by [37,36], in which the
authors propose a mathematical model on the effectiveness of usability experiments and demonstrate that running multiple tests
with a small number of users is more effective than running a single test with a large number of users. The reason why less expert
users are participated in the study is that the main focus of this study is on novice users, and the results of expert users are just
used as a benchmark to derive the relative learnability of novice users (we will detail this point in the following paragraphs).
Each participant was given a brief tutorial on how to use the OPUCE Browser. They then were asked to complete the following
three typical discovery tasks one by one using the OPUCE Browser: i) find telecom services that send messages, ii) find services
that search medical centers closest to a user's current location, and iii) find services that can find photos of a specific location and
is implemented in J2EE.
The time each participant used to complete each task and the average time for expert and novice users to complete a task are presented in Table 1. In the table, we also show the learnability, which indicates how quick a user can learn to use a user interface [48],
for each task. In this study, we adopt the approach used in [57] to calculate the learnability by comparing the time needed for an expert
to complete the same task relative to the time needed for a novice user to complete a task. For example, if an expert takes, on average, 50 s
to complete a task, while a novice user takes 100 s to complete the same task, then the learnability of the user interface is 0.5.
From this table, first we can see that all the users, including experts and novices, complete all the tasks successfully, and their
performances in using the OPUCE Browser are promising: all the experts are able to finish any task within 1 min, and all the
novices are able to finish any task within 2 min. Second, the novices are improving their performances as they do more tasks,
which can be indicated by the learnability of the browser in each task: it increases from 0.40 (41/103.75) in the first task to
0.66 (53/80.75) in the third task.
Next, we used a standard usability questionnaire [29] to evaluate user perceptions of useful, ease of use, ease of learning, and
satisfaction of the OPUCE Browser. A set of three questions is used to address each of these characteristics, and a five part Likert
scale was used for each question.
All the six participants completed the questionnaire and the results are shown in Fig. 13. The results are very positive with
strong agreement over the usefulness (over 80% strongly agree or agree), the ease of use (over 65%), ease of learning (over
80%) and satisfaction (over 65%).
Table 1
Results of the efficiency study.
Subject

Task 1 (s)

Task 2 (s)

Task 3 (s)

Expert 1
Expert 2
Average (Expert)
Novice 1
Novice 2
Novice 3
Novice 4
Average (Novice)
Learnability

40
42
41
110
98
112
95
103.75
0.40

34
32
33
66
71
65
55
64.25
0.51

51
55
53
82
84
80
77
80.75
0.66

The bold text is derived/aggregated data.
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1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Usefulness
Ease of use

1/3
1/6

1/2
1/2

1/6
1/6

0
1/6

0
0

Ease of Learning

1/3

1/2

1/6

0

0

Satisfaction

1/6

1/2

1/6

1/6

0

Fig. 13. Usability survey results.

During the usability survey, one of the participants mentioned a potential weak point of the browser: the user interface may
look cluttering if hundreds of services are displayed simultaneously. We argue that this problem may turn much less significant
when the user gets used to the OPUCE Browser: On the one hand, the services that a user needs to care about are always in the
intersection set of the selected property restriction sets. Take the snapshot in Fig. 10(b) as an example, although there are more
than a hundred services displayed on the interface, the user only needs to manage the seven services in the intersection set which
is always placed in the center of the interface. On the other hand, if the size of the intersection set is still large, the user may
reduce it by including more property restrictions.
6. Related work and discussion
With the prevalence of the service-oriented computing paradigm in both Internet and telecom domains, research on repositories for convenient and efficient discovery and management of services has gained a significant momentum recently. Specifications such as UDDI [11] and ebXML Registry [8] provide fundamental support for registering, discovering and integrating services.
Recognizing the limited capabilities in offering accurate service discovery facilities of these specifications, a rich body of work
has been reported in the literature aiming at enhancing service repositories with ontology and semantic discovery facilities. In
[46], the authors discussed the major shortcomings of the state-of-the-art Web service repositories such as limited browsing
and discovering capabilities and suggest solutions using semantic Web related techniques.
To enable semantic service discovery, the first thing we need is a semantic service description language. OWL-S [31] is an OWL
based generic upper ontology for describing the profile, process logic, and grounding of services, which is characterized by rich
expressiveness [43]. The OPUCE Ontology is not a generic upper ontology, instead, it is a simple domain specific extension
based on actual requirements in the OPUCE project. In current version of the OPUCE Ontology, we directly use OWL-DL as the
base language since most of the constructs of OWL-S, such as those in ServiceProcess and ServiceGrounding are not directly
related to our work. However, it is worth mentioning that we can easily import some constructs from OWL-S, such as those in
ServiceProfile, into the OPUCE Ontology if further requirements appear.
Another two DL-based service ontologies can be found in [27] and [6]. In [27], the authors proposed a DAML-S [3] based
service ontology to represent concepts in the e-commerce domain such as advertisements, service queries, sales, and delivery.
Similar to the OPUCE Ontology, some domain specific properties such as providedBy and requestedBy are defined to extend
the base generic framework. In [6], the authors proposed a three-layer service ontology—consisting of Concrete Services, Abstract
Services, and Service Categories—to organize services at different levels of abstraction. Concrete Services and Abstract Services
are described by means of operations (hasOperation property) and I/O parameters (hasInput and hasOutput properties),
and Service Categories organize services into taxonomies (using the hasCategory property). Comparing with the OPUCE
Ontology, the hasOperation property is similar to the hasFunctionality property in the OPUCE Ontology, and all the other
three properties are also part of the OPUCE Ontology. It is worth noting that similar to our work, services in [6] are also mainly
described using pattern of connecting existential restriction classes with intersections.
WSML [26] is another powerful semantic service description language that has a formal language basis. Another line of work
on semantic service description language is based on extending WSDL with semantic annotations. For example, WSDL-S [2] and
its recent development SAWSDL [16] are two initiatives that add semantics to the abstract part of a WSDL declaration. Another
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annotation language PS-WSDL also extends the implementation part of WSDL by adding information about the geographic scope,
the provider, and the QoS properties of the service [43].
As far as service registry enrichment with semantic information is concerned, many approaches have been proposed. In [15],
the authors enriched ebXML registries with OWL by mapping various constructs of OWL to ebXML classification hierarchies and
then services can be queried through standardized ebXML query facilities. A first work on adding semantic matching capability
to UDDI appears in [41] where the authors proposed a matchmaking engine inside the UDDI registry to match service capability
descriptions encoded in DAML-S Profile [3]. Its follow-up work reported in [50] used OWL-S Profile and also improved the matchmaking algorithm. In another two works, applying DAML-Son UDDI was reported in [1], and applying OWL-S on UDDI was
reported in [30]. Recently, with the emerging of WSDL-S and SAWSDL, in [49], the authors mapped WSDL-S semantic annotations
to UDDI. In [25], the authors proposed the FUSION Semantic Registry that augments the UDDI's service publication and discovery
facilities based on SAWSDL and OWL-DL. In [43], the authors proposed the PYRAMID-S framework that uses PS-WSDL and
uses hybrid peer-to-peer topology to organize heterogeneous service registries. In contrast, the OPUCE repository uses the
ebXML registry as a basic storage and adds a separate semantic layer on top of it. The OPUCE Browser focuses on providing a visual
interface to facilitate the exploration and discovery of semantic services by common prosumers, while none of the abovementioned approach has provided such function.
Our visual service browser is built on top of ClusterMap Library. Although ClusterMap Library has been used in several applications such as the DOPE Browser for exploring large online resources in the domain of drugs and diseases and AutoFocus for
managing personal information sources [18], to the best of our knowledge, the OPUCE Browser is the first application that uses
this library in the area of service discovery.
Finally, although the OPUCE Browser is an OWL-DL based service discovery framework, the expressiveness is actually weaker
than OWL-DL because when generating restriction classes from semantic description of services, only selected OWL-DL class
constructors—including intersectionOf, allValueFrom, and someValueFrom—are considered, which means the information
graphically rendered is a projection of the original semantic services. However, since the OPUCE Ontology has defined a framework
with great emphasis on service properties, and using the pattern of connecting existential restriction classes with intersections
is the recommended approach to describe OPUCE services, the OPUCE Browser can capture the essential information of OPUCE
semantic services. As we have discussed above in this section, the same pattern was also used in [6] to describe their semantic
services.
7. Conclusion
The proliferation of Web 2.0 techniques and applications (e.g., mashups) is fostering the emergence of user-centricity where
ordinary users are in a leading position to not only consume, but also deliver personalized content and services. One of the most
difficult problems however is discovering and managing large amount of services by these users who are generally not technically
experienced. In this paper, we have presented our first hand experience gained from a European Union sponsored research project OPUCE. We specially focus on the OPUCE service repository and one of its core components called OPUCE Browser. In line
with the user-centric theme of the OPUCE project, the repository supports accessing facets of service descriptions from handheld
devices. Most importantly, we have enhanced the repository with a visual service browser by adopting ontology and semantic
Web technology. The browser is intuitive and efficient in the sense that it does not require users to have any knowledge of ontology or semantic Web and the task of exploring and discovering services can be easily done with several steps of mouse-click.
In the future, we plan to investigate automatic ontology derivation techniques such as Formal Concept Analysis [20] and then
apply these techniques in the repository to alleviate the burden of manual ontology construction and semantic annotation. We
also plan to apply our visualized service discovery technique on service ontologies other than the OPUCE Ontology, for example
the one defined in [6], to test its effectiveness. Considering that multi-ontology environments are one of the important trends
in the Web 2.0 world, we plan to enhance the browser with a mapping engine to map other service ontologies to the OPUCE
Ontology with the help of ontology matching techniques [32]. It is worth noting that because such mapping happens at publishing
time, it will not bring performance impact to exploration and discovery tasks. Finally, considering research on context-aware
service discovery is gaining a significant momentum [13,45], we plan to make the OPUCE Browser runnable on mobile devices
and add context-awareness feature to the browser.
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